HOSTED VOICE
OVER WIRELESS

CONTACT
Granite Headquarters
100 Newport Ave Ext
Quincy, MA 02171
P : 866.847.1500
W : www.granitenet.com
S : @GraniteTelecom

FEATURES
- Local & Long Distance calling
- Caller ID
- Call Waiting and Forwarding
- Directory Listing and Assistance
- Operator Assistance
- E911

BENEFITS
- Compatible with existing analog phones
- Wireless connectivity to Analog Telephone Adaptor and Accelerated Box with an integrated SIM
- Eliminates expensive copper lines

OUR OFFERINGS
Hosted Voice Pricing : $14.99 / voice line
Solution can support up to 8 analog lines per location

INCLUDED FEATURES
- Wireless Router
- Top LTE Network Access By Location
- Initial Wireless Data Plan

USAGE RATES
- Loc1 : $.009
- Loc2 : $0.019
- Intralata : $0.119
- Intrastate : $0.049
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